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If a letter was sent by one person to another within the same town, it did not
leave the post office for another town.  Such a letter was dropped off at the post office
and was termed a drop letter, a local delivery letter.  For most of the period shown in
this exhibit, stampless to mid-1860s, the receiver of such a letter had to pick it up at
the same post office.  City delivery of letters, carrier service, did not begin until the
late 1850s and then only in certain large cities.

During the stampless period a letter was often sent unpaid with postage due.
The prepayment of the drop letter fee was definitely unusual until one cent stamps
were introduced in 1851.  Prepayment by stamps was required after Feb. 27. 1861.  If
prepayment was not made after June 30, 1863, a double rate was applied as a penalty.

DROP LETTER RATES
June 1, 1794 to June 30,1845 One Cent  Weight not a factor
July 1, 1845 to June 29, 1851 Two Cents
June 30, 1851 to June 29, 1863 One Cent  At certain cities One Cent fee
for carrier delivery
June 30, 1863 to end of 1860s Two Cents per ½oz.  No extra postage
for delivery
May 1, 1865 1¢ per ½oz  if posted at office without free delivery,
otherwise 2¢ when office had carrier delivery

During the stampless period at most towns only a rating marking indicates drop
letter usage.  When stamps appeared, the usage of an isolated one cent or later a two
cent stamp shows the usage.  But beginning in 1843, a few towns employed special
handstamps with the word DROP as part of the handstamp.  This exhibit will show
most of the varieties of these markings known.

This exhibit will be divided into four sections.
I.   Manuscript rating of stampless drop covers - pages 2 to 4
II.  Handstamped rating of stampless drop covers – pages 5 to 23
III. Postage stamps for one cent and later two cents drop rates - pages  24 to 36
IV. Specific handstamps with DROP and similar notations - pages 37 to 48
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